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Season 2009 - 2010 Edition 6 



Summary of Match Results 
 

 

A Grade, Round 10 v Northbridge WON 

A 1 Day, Round 14 v Old Ignatians Trundlers LOST 

B Reserve, Round 10 v Mosman WON 

C Grade, Round 10 v Northbridge Red LOST 

C 1 Day, Round 14 v Roseville Gypsies LOST 

 

 

 

  

Round 1:  S. Dey  (C1-Day) 

  76 Runs, 2 Wickets 

Player of the Round 

Round 2:  J. Davis  (A-Grade) 

  68 Runs 

Round 3:  P. Thomson (A1-Day) 

  4 Wickets, 26 Runs 

Round 4:  P. Nusalim (B-Res) 

  3 Wickets, 76 Runs 

Round 5: N. Barrett (C-1Day) 

  3 Wickets, 48* Runs 

  

   
Round 6:  J. Doyle  (A-Grade)

  50 Runs 

 

   
Round 7:  D. Parker (A-Grade) 

  67 Runs 

Round 8:  F. Arif  (B-Res) 

  44 Runs 

Round 9: J Kaunitz  (C-Grade) 

  44 Runs, 2 Wickets 

Round 10:  E Hyder  (C-Grade) 

  85 Runs 

Round 11:  

   

Round 12:  

   

Round 13:  

   

Round 14:  

   

Achievement Awards 

Batting (100+ Runs) 

N. Barret (C1-Day) 102 Runs 

G. Ayoub (A1-Day) 114 Runs 

S. Dey  (C1-Day) 150 Runs 

M. Kenny (C1-Day) 110 Runs 

D. Parker (A Grade) 101 Runs 

F. Arif  (B-Res)  101* Runs 

Bowling (7 WI, 10 WM or Hat-trick) 

J. Sowell (B-Res)  10 WM (6/32 4/35) 

 



 

When: Sunday the 7th of February , Arrive at 10:30am to start at 11am 

 

Where: Northbridge Oval 

 

What: Your chance to play with faces you may or may not know at the Bears! 

  
The concept is simple, you are paired up with a player generally from another grade to bat 
two overs and bowl two overs. As in tennis the winner moves onto the next round. There 
are 9 friendly bears in the field that may wish to catch a catch or in some cases drop it! it’s a 
great social day, as long as Dugong keeps his pants on! 
 
The overall winners on the day are presented the 'Ken Giffin Trophy' on the presentation 
night at the end of the year. 
 
If you are going to play can you email 'the_growl@hotmail.com' so that we can work out 
the numbers for food and drinks. 
 

 

  

Double Wicket 



 

 

Grade A Grade,  Round 10 against Northbridge at Willoughby Park 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 
Innings 1 of Northbridge 10/152 (3/20 P Edwards, 2/15 L Baker, 1/29 E Garrett) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 8/122 (31 D Parker, 21 R Baker, 16 J Wilton) 

Player Points:  3: R Baker, 2: D Parker, 1: L Baker 

Fielding Points:  3: E Garrett, 2: R Baker, 1: J Doyle 
 What a scorcher and then the storm, what a game. What a toss to lose, in the field, 40 degrees in the shade, this was going to be 

tough… 

 

After consuming as much water as humanely possible the boys went about their fielding with little complaining. Even though 

their skip had lost another important toss, we were keen to play attacking cricket against the Northbridge batting and we 

succeeded. We managed to reduce their total to 152 , bowling them out in the last over with stand out performances in the 

field, including a couple of great run-outs from Lincoln and Daniel and a direct hit in the last over from Elliott helped to bowl 

them out. 

Bowling wise, again we were impressive, with the wickets evenly shared amongst a tight and unrelenting attack. Stand out was 

Lincoln (6.1.2.15).  

 

Our turn with the bat and even though exhausted the boys were keen not to repeat the already forgotten game a couple of 

weeks before, with Elliott (Gazza) and Lincoln opening up positively. Before we could draw breath however the top order 

crumbled and flashbacks to Castlecove had a few blokes fitting in the stands and we were in trouble at 5 fa 36. Northbridge were 

all over us and we needed a miracle. Looking to the skies,  I had a chat with my old mate Reggie James and requested some 

assistance. The clouds came rolling in. Could it be…surely not…our saviour? To a degree it was, sensing a washout, we were 

approaching the 20 over margin making it a legitimate game. Dan (The Man) and Vanilla, started to open up and increase our run 

rate. With Mad Dog in the stands doing his best impersonation of Russell Crow in ‘A Beautiful Mind’, he was plucking numbers 

out of the sky and worked out a run rate approaching the half way mark and the boys preceded to play some glorious strokes to 

all parts of the ground. Then there was the lightning and then the rain came hammering down, time to cover up the pitch boys, 

not quite at the 20 over mark, Vanilla and Dan disappointed found the shelter in the Grandstand. After losing around 40 

minutes, Reggie had done his job and the new revised total of 122 off 32 overs at 5 down swung the game our way a little. This 

meant we needed a little more than 4 an over off 15. 

 

Dan The Man and Vanilla preceded with the run chase and a had an impressive partnership of  40 odd, yet again taking us out of  

the red until we lost Dan at 6 fa 80 and then Vanilla at 7 fa 88, still needing 36 to win. Never in doubt, we started to get nervy 

when Doyley missed one and we were 8 fa 91, in enters Rhys, still requiring 31 for victory. Running out off balls and wickets in 

hand the boys dropped the anchors a tad and it came down to the wire, we required 11 off the final over. Looking to the stands 

Burgers Pacing and arm jiggling was reaching manic proportions. Cam, with pads on was expecting his second born and the Bears 

Grandstand was filled with anticipation. Squeak facing the first ball, decided he wasn’t hitting them well enough and got a quick 

leg bye to put Rhys on strike.  10 off 5 and a great cover slog for 4 from Rhys gave us 6 needed off 4. A quick double got us close, 

requiring 4 off the last three balls. Cam at this stage was receiving medical attention in the stands and Burger had forgotten who 

or where he was. Then there it was, the most glorious of strokes my friend, a straight drive piercing the field over the head of the 

bowler and any fielder near, 4 runs and victory was ours. You little ripper , Rhys (a match winning 21*)you little beauty, mobbed 

by a cleared Bears bench, Rhys was the Hero. Cam was so elated he was later overheard asking Rhys out on a date.  

 

A great win for the Bears securing our number 2 spot and having us one win away from becoming one Day champions. Keep 

rolling boys. 

 

Squeak. 

 

 

  

Match Reports 



 

Grade A 1 Day,  Round 14 against Old Ignatians Trundlers at Gore Hill Oval 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 
Innings 1 of Old Ignatians Trundlers 5/161 (3/27 J Yardley, 1/26 W Chaudry, 0/33 R Ayoub) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 8/159 (49 R Ayoub, 33 A Chow, 18 J Yardley) 

Player Points:  3: J Yardley, 2: A Chow, 1: J Kaunitz 

Fielding Points:  3: A Mendez, 2: J George, 1: W Chaudry 
  

 

Grade B Reserve,  Round 10 against Mosman at Georges Heights 1 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 
Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 5/254 (101 FM Arif, 36 R Simsic, 25 B Banning) 

Innings 1 of Mosman 10/86 (3/20 J Sowell, 3/22 B Banning, 2/17 R Wallace) 

Player Points:  3: FM Arif, 2: B Banning, 1: R Simsic 

Fielding Points:  3: T Webster, 2: T Flutey, 1: M Gullis 
 The undefeated B res bears take on the kids from Mosman, without Skipper “Grandad” Creedy who handed over the reins to VC 

Muddo. On a very HOT and steamy 40+ degree Saturday the new skipper was under enormous pressure from his team mates to 

win the toss, reminding me of Grandad’s record of 6 wins from 7 tosses.  As I greeted the Mosman captain, he handed me a coin 

to toss and he called tails……….it was heads, the joy of winning the toss and batting first. 

The man we call Fish took the first ball with Simo at the other end to start our innings, with both batsmen in good touch got us of 

to a great start with 51 runs on the scorecard before Simo was caught for 36. In came Dr Farzi joining the Fish in the middle, 

negotiating the bowling with ease until Fish was distracted after a verbal or two with their “skipper” (tosser) who had the last 

laugh and bowled the fish out for 21. With the bears at 2 fa 81 enters the skipper to join Farzi at the crease, knocking the ball 

around and giving Farzi much of the strike as possible, as he was seeing the ball like a watermelon. With a partnership of 52 runs 

the skipper playing a ball going down the leg side, got the leading edge and was caught at square leg for 17 runs with the score 

on 133. In came BB still trying to be a “Token” lookalike with the bat…….not looks…….smashed a few around the park before 

being caught for 25 runs taking our score to 4 fa 183, another good 50 run partnership with 

Farzi. Next into bat our young gun Webbie cracking a couple to the boundary and then 

holing out for 8 runs and the score on 217. In came Token (15no) batting at 7 along with 

Farzi (101no) seeing out the innings to take our score from 217 to 5 fa 254 off 36 over’s as 

time got the better of us and the heat got the better of them. In the last over Farzi needing 

6 runs for his maiden ton, got their with a ball to spare…WELL DONE and well batted Dr Farzi 

bear…101 no  

  

It was our turn to take the field and the weather gods were on our side, as the temperature drop by 1000 degrees and the 

breeze or should I say the gale force winds picking up. Jezza opened the bowling with the wind at his back, bowled 8 over’s 

straight and early on was getting spanked all over the park, not what we are use to seeing. It wasn’t that Jezza was bowling 

poorly, one batsman was on a mission to get the runs quickly and taking massive chances and getting away with it, until Jezza (3 

fa 20) finally got his man caught. Smarty was having the same problems at the other end bowling into this stiff breeze, the 

batsmen with the wind at their backs were clubbing the ball back over his head and mine at Mid off for six on a couple of 

occasions. Not much we could do about this; smarty was putting the ball in good places until Jezza got this wicket we really 

needed. Good come back from Smart bowling 5 over’s and going for 27 runs (the clouds were looking rather dark with the rain 

falling down around us and we needed to push through the over’s quickly to get to the half way mark, Fish was very vocal and 

assisting the skipper to rally the boys to get through the over’s) This brought Robbie into the attack replacing smart bowling into 

this stiff breeze, it was a gamble that paid off with Rob bowling 7 very tidy over’s with 2 fa 17. BB then replaced Jezza with the 

wind at his back and bowled well by taking 3 fa 22 off 4 over’s. However it was very difficult taking the ball off him to give GK an 

over with one wicket to get, GK only needed 4 balls to wrap up the game with BB taking the last catch (karma) Mosman were all 

out for 86 in the 25th over…….. (We came off after 20 over’s with the rain just starting to pour down, Farzi along with one of 

their bats grabbing the stumps…..NO!!!!!…Farzi has now learnt his lesson; the Mosman captain was calling for the game to end. 

Commonsense prevailed and we finished the game)  

 In these very difficult conditions we fielded very well and held onto all of our catches (7). Token had a rough time behind the 

stumps, but still sniff out a great run out…..Well done Lads, another great bears team effort……..B RES BEARS Still Undefeated!!!! 

Muddo (fill-in skipper for Grandad) 

 

  

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=3891351&id=683997596


 

Grade C Grade,  Round 10 against Northbridge Red at O H Reid 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 
Innings 1 of Northbridge Red 3/194 (2/49 D Callesen, 1/11 K Pemasiri, 0/39 GC Swanson) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 6/189 (85 E Hyder, 32 D Callesen, 19 L Shaw) 

Player Points:  3: E Hyder, 2: D Callesen, 1: K Pemasiri 

Fielding Points:   
 On a rather hot Saturday the captain arrived after a week off, looking forward to playing. 

 

Welcome 12pm and the captain arrives at OH Reid to find an oval in the worst 

state he has seen in his humble four years at the club. So bad in fact that despite 

the abuse he would cop from the opposition and collective disappointment, he 

would refuse to sign the insurance checklist and be prepared to abandon the 

game. The oval had recently been turfed near the pitch,and the turf had died. 

The turf was not attached to the ground, was soft, spongy and moved freely 

due to the mud beneath it. Shame on Northbridge in this regard who were 

convinced, despite rational thought, to argue a point with their emotions 

rather than their heads. If it is dangerous it is dangerous boys! Take it like 

men! 

 

Needless to say, good fortune saw the game transferred to Barra Brui and the 

50+ degree heat radiating off this wonderous oval! We were lucky and won 

the toss, so for the first time in my memory, we were not forced to field first 

on a 40+ degree day! The only problem was that we now had 9 players, as 

the captain did not tell horgs of the venue change in time. D'oh! 

 

So out Paul and I went. A nice 50 partnership in quick time before Paul holed 

out and in came Lenny, whose sole purpose was to sit and block, baking 

these players in the summer heat. Sit and block he did. What an asset to the 

club this man is. A great man to play with and I feel privileged to have shared a 50 partnership 

with him. 

 

At this stage I was seeing the ball nicely, but was not coping with the intense heat of the day. I had picked arguably the worst day 

of the year to compile a nice score. But sometimes fate chooses your time for you, and I would get my eye in and hit 17 fours, 

despatching one of the poor openers for four straight boundaries. A nice 50 partnership with Lenny, I am out ( and very relieved, 

as I thought I would die) for 85 and the team cruising at 2-117.  It would take me 1/2 hour to recover to the point that I could 

even sit down properly. The difficulties of being a fatty! 

 

We would go on to reach the end of the innings without being bowled out! 6-189 of 34 overs. A first for the season, and only 

with 9/11 of a team!! Well done DC on a great cameo near the end, including two cracking sixes. A great first six for the club by 

Alex T. So, the weather takes a change and the arctic winds and rain arrive. We unfortunately would be punished for our 

shortage of players, as two of Northbridges better players went on to play a patient innings, finding the many holes in the field, 

chasing our total down with 2 overs to go. 

 

We were the better team, but just not enough bodies in the field when it counted. Well done again team on sticking out. I really 

do hope we can have some more wins before year end, as it is great to play with you all and would be better with some wins! 

 

Enough talking in the first, second and third person! On to the burglars of North Shore next week! 

 

Ed 

 

And once again, C-Grade has a second write up, awesome, this sort of stuff makes the editor look good 

 

C-Grade's winning streak had to end somewhere, I suppose, and where better than Barra Brui, a graveyard for the team's 

dreams in the past couple of years. Nine men, a ground closure, and what looked like ring-in opposition brought us back to earth 

after the elation of the last ball classic the previous week. 



 

Ed, restored to the captaincy, proved himself a leader of men as we turned up at OH Reid, the scheduled ground, to find a 

spanking new strip (thanks Council) surrounded by dead, shifting turf that would have destroyed ankles and made it a ridiculous 

afternoon. Ed called for a vote on whether to play it. This went 5-5 (we only had ten to start with), so Ed gave himself the casting 

vote and refused to sign the safety checklist. We were briefly onto our third skipper of the season as Adam agreed to captain on 

the hay, but a few phone calls saw Ed back as captain again and everyone piling in cars for a 9km trip up to Barra Brui. 

 

The skip was now on a roll, winning the toss and batting. We put on 50 for the first wicket, with everything hitting the middle of 

the bat until one hit the middle of Paul's glove and went behind. Len and Ed then put on another 50 for the second wicket and 

we were looking at a decent score before the middle order subsided. Ed carried on hitting everything sweetly and looked on 

course for C-Grade's first ton of the year before going for 85. DC (32*) and Alex (14*) then gave us a decent total to bowl to with 

some meaty smacks at the end; Deano looks like becoming our No. 7 enforcer. 189 off 34 overs looked good to us, except we 

only had 9 players now because Nick somehow couldn't navigate to the new ground. Oh, and the skip was on life support after 

his monster knock, guzzling Gu and hyperventilating like a dolphin that just ran a marathon.  

 

The bowlers started right on the money, and the Dragon produced his best spell of the summer (7-1-1-11), fast with a bit of 

bend. The first wicket was a screamer, pitched off, removed middle. Alex was back in the side and looked good when he pitched 

it up. When he didn't we all played hunt the ball. DC at first change did the job early with a wicket, but that's where the joy 

ended. Their über-annoying opener, who we all loved in the 2-day game before Christmas for telling us to "keep bowling till I get 

my hundred", stroked it along while his two partners took the long handle to our bowling. Their No. 5 in particular hit 44* after 

bowling his 7 overs and taking 3 catches, and probably wouldn't look out of place in a much higher division. 

 

Still, the skip said he was proud of us and we were proud of him – he deserved to be on the winning side after that knock. It's 

always a pleasure, fellas, and with GK back in the lineup this Saturday to sprinkle some of that winning stardust we live in hope. 

 

Paul 

 

Grade C 1 Day,  Round 14 against Roseville Gypsies at Naremburn Upper 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 
Innings 1 of Roseville Gypsies 6/273 (3/52 B Dunne, 1/13 N Barrett, 1/49 M Kenny) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 7/270 (104 N Barrett, 64 T Howell, 31 S Dey) 

Player Points:  3: N Barrett, 2: T Howell, 1: B Dunne 

Fielding Points:  3: A Kidd, 2: L Kitchen, 1: S Dey 
 The boys were keen to beat the Gypsies following the last close encounter and the opposition showing far too much enthusiasm 

for a C1-Day cricket team. The opposition's enthusiasm was further highlighted before the game, with the Bears outnumbered 

11-1 in players, 30 minutes before the start of play. 

With temperatures expected to soar near the 40 degree mark, winning the toss was critical. Unfortunately, Rusty had left his 

lucky coin at home. Luckily, the opposition captain elected to bowl first because the toss was done so early he thought his side 

could get in some fielding practice before play commenced. Thank you. Not problem for us. 

  

With Rusty claiming another toss victory, Chaps and Trigger looked to put together a big opening stand. Unfortunately, the 

fielding practice must have helped, and Chaps was dismissed early. In the searing heat, Trigger and Sparkles put together a solid 

partnership of 80, with the opposition failing to learn that any bowl aimed at Trigger's thigh pad, usually finds itself over the 

boundary. Despite Kiddy-Kat's running temperature and weather forecast commentary, the heat got to the boys and a mix-up 

saw Sparkles removed for 31.  Enter the Snake Charmer, motivated to push his season average back over 100. Despite Trigger 

departing only a little later, Charmer was superbly supported by a re-energised Dobbo (22), putting together another solid 80 

run partnership.  [Little know fact - Dobbo and Charmer have had 5 partnerships this season, averaging over 65 runs per 

partnership]. Charmer was assisted by an array of partners towards to end, finishing the innings on 104*, and helping the Bears 

reach a tally of 7/270. Credit must go to the Gypsies for getting through the 40 overs only slightly over regulation time. 

  

Thinking 270 was a very competitive total, the team was pumped to not only register a win, but hopefully gain a much needed 

bonus point.  Unfortunately, Kiddy-Kat's weather commentary let everyone know a storm was brewing, leading to the 2nd 

innings starting in what felt like a tornado. 

Following 2 of what can only be adequately described as horrendous overs from the "wind tunnel end" from Rusty, Dolly was 

brought into the action to see if he could generate a wicket (or at least land the ball on the narrow pitch).  At the 10 over mark, 

Charmer took up the challenge bowling from the wind tunnel end and Dolly was switched to bowling downwind.  With Charmer, 



as always, tying up one end (8 overs with 1/13), Dolly was able to make the breakthrough, ending the opening partnership and 

then following up with another 2 quick wickets. With Charmer dislodging the stumps at the other end, suddenly the Gypsies 

were on the ropes at 4/115. 

Despite the momentum and some good bowling leading to wickets to Spanky and Kiddy-Kat, a brief thunderstorm lead to the 

game being delayed - playing into the Gypsie's hands.  With a ball that could have been easily swapped for a cake of soap, the 

Bears battled on into the evening as darkness fell, and Charmer departed to make it to a wedding (with Kiddy-Kat's car keys).  

This day, the Gypsies were too good for us and reached our total after 37 overs with only the loss of 6 wickets. 

Thanks must go to The Flying Dutchman who once again umpired superbly and then fielded in Charmer's absence towards the 

end of the game, and to the many supporters (Maz - thanks also for the ice blocks, the Caribbean Queen, Scar, Miche, Lisa, 

Freddie and Bill Edwards - club patron) who all came along to cheer on the team despite the terrible weather conditions. 
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  Photos from C1-Day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Player Points 

 
Name Qualified 

3.00 M Ayoub -9 

2.27 N Barrett 
 2.17 D Parker 
 1.50 A Caroll 
 1.31 J Wilton 
 1.27 S Dey 
 1.25 J Kaunitz -6 

1.22 G Ayoub -1 

1.16 P Thomson 
 1.07 J Yardley 
 1.00 FM Arif 
 1.00 H Porter -5 

1.00 D Dunk -7 

1.00 L Shaw -4 

0.91 L Baker 
 0.91 H Heathwood 
 0.90 N McGrath 
 0.88 R Baker -2 

0.83 P Nusalim 
 0.78 A Chow -1 

0.75 R Simsic -2 

0.73 B Banning 
 0.67 J Davis 
 0.62 K Pemasiri -2 

0.62 A Carmichael -2 

0.62 M Gullis 
 0.60 J Sowell 
 0.58 JR Smart 
 0.57 A Trevitt -3 

0.55 T Ayoub 
 0.50 N Horgan -2 

0.50 T Eales -4 

0.50 D Callesen 
 0.46 J Creedy 
 0.43 J Doyle 
 0.43 A Dobbin -3 

0.43 A Kidd -3 

0.42 M Kenny 
 0.36 GC Swanson 
 0.36 T Howell 
 0.36 J Kan 
 0.33 A Mendez -4 

0.30 B Dunne 
 0.29 C Campbell -3 

0.25 AB Buddle -6 

0.25 A Aftab -6 

0.25 P Blamire 
 0.23 E Hyder 
 0.22 N Morgan -1 

0.22 J Kenyon -1 

0.22 L Kitchen -1 

0.21 CG Reed 
 0.15 T Flutey 
 0.13 B Fraser 
 0.11 R Wallace -1 

0.10 S Eyles 
 0.09 R Moon 
 0.09 S Chapple 
  

Player Points 

The minimum game requirement is 10 days of cricket in any 1 or 2 day 

combination. This may be reduced if rounds are lost to wet weather.  

The 'Qualify' column represents how many more days until the player qualifies, 

blank means you have qualified. 

Fielding Points 

 
Name Qualified 

3.00 M Ayoub -9 

2.00 T Mara -9 

2.00 A Kidd -3 

1.62 T Flutey 
 1.50 T Webster -4 

1.50 J Doyle 
 1.50 AB Buddle -6 

1.36 J Kan 
 1.33 A Mendez -4 

1.33 J George -7 

1.33 GO Dickson -7 

1.20 H Porter -5 

1.17 T Eales -4 

1.08 M Kenny 
 1.07 A Caroll 
 1.00 S Shohag -5 

1.00 AM Johnston -9 

1.00 A Than Aye -3 

1.00 S Evans -2 

1.00 L Kitchen -1 

1.00 A Chow -1 

1.00 R Simsic -2 

0.88 E Garrett -2 

0.80 B Fraser 
 0.77 M Thomson 
 0.77 J Wilton 
 0.75 JR Smart 
 0.75 D Callesen 
 0.67 R Wallace -1 

0.63 P Thomson 
 0.62 R Baker -2 

0.62 N Horgan -2 

0.58 P Blamire 
 0.57 A Trevitt -3 

0.56 G Ayoub -1 

0.54 M Gullis 
 0.50 J Kaunitz -6 

0.50 K Giffin -6 

0.50 P Nusalim 
 0.45 N Barrett 
 0.45 S Dey 
 0.45 T Howell 
 0.44 N Morgan -1 

0.43 FM Arif 
 0.40 J Sowell 
 0.36 T Ayoub 
 0.31 J Creedy 
 0.30 B Dunne 
 0.29 J Yardley 
 0.27 L Baker 
 0.22 J Kenyon -1 

0.20 S Eyles 
 0.20 N McGrath 
 0.18 S Chapple 
 0.18 R Moon 
 0.14 C Campbell -3 

0.14 W Chaudry -3 

0.12 K Pemasiri -2 

0.08 J Davis 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Duck Pond is taking a 

break this round as GK 

was kind enough to find 

some interesting statistics 

to ponder. 

 
Most ducks in season... 

 
05/06  127 

 

The Duck Pond 

Most in a season ever..... 
 

Bradley Fraser  6 
 

 
Most innings for Bears no Ducks... 

 

Shawn Kendall  33 matches  26 innings 
 

 
Most runs per duck... 

 

Farharn Arif    833 runs per duck 
 

 
Least ducks in season..... 

 
08/09   84 

 

 
100% duck rate... 

 

Nelson, Andy 
Milne, Mark 

Jacobson, Charlie 
Fulton, Ian R 

Ayoub, Joseph 
Fischer-Gray, Saxon 

Farren, Jonathan 
McDonald, Troy 
Yardley, Daniel 

Hay, Bill 
Creedy, Cameron 

 

 
Least runs per duck... 

 
Russell Gill, Elias Hage 1 run per duck 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you as tight as one of these? 
Member’s subscriptions for the 2009-10 season stands at $240.00 (Note that this DOES NOT include Leagues Club 

membership). 

If you would like to pay your subs in installments please contact the Treasurer directly to discuss further (a minimum 

installment amount of $50.00 is preferable). 

If you know in advance that you will not be available for the full season or at least 3/4 of the season, please let the 

treasurer know. We can offer you an alternative of a per game fee. This can be paid either electronically, directly to 

your captain before the game or to the treasurer personally. 

If you intend to make payments directly to the cricket club account via Internet Banking, please ensure that you put 

your name in the "additional notes" field of the deposit so we know you have paid. 

NSLCC Account Details: 

 BSB: 732-229 

 Account: 549409 

Regards, 

Brad Fraser 

N.S.L.C.C. Treasurer 

 


